Landmark Services Cooperative is excited to announce that the new Fall River, WI and
renovated Evansville, WI facilities will feature CompuWeigh’s SmartTruck RFID technology.
How will it work?
1. Each truck will be given an RF badge which will hang from the
passenger visor with a provided alligator clip. These tags have a 15’
range so drivers will never need to remove them from the visor.
2. The badge is only tied to the truck because as we all know trucks can
haul for multiple producers.
3. When the truck pulls up to probe station the driver will view the
following information on the message board:
a. Truck ID: 473 CMT (license plate number)
b. Producer: Smith Farms (Will display whichever was the last
producer this truck hauled for. If different driver will tell probe
operator over intercom and it will be updated accordingly and
displayed for driver to confirm)
4. Other information such as account split percentages and commodity
will also be displayed at the probe.
5. Once probing has completed, truck will be told on message board to
“Proceed to scale”
6. Truck will be identified by their RF badge on the inbound scale and
weighed in automatically! Once weight is taken the driver will be told
exactly which dump pit to proceed to on the message board.
7. After dumping, the truck will proceed to the outbound scale and once
again will be identified by RF badge automatically.
8. Outbound weight will be taken and a ticket will print automatically at the
outdoor printer. There will be a “re-print” button on the printer which
will allow drivers to obtain multiple copies as needed.
What do I need to do to be ready?
1. Provide detailed information on every truck or tractor that you will be
hauling into Landmark with. (Please see included RF badge request
form for details)
2. We will then mail out your RF badges for each truck or tractor in the
month of August 2014, which you will hang from your passenger visor
when you receive them. The first time you arrive we will show you how
easy the system is to use and we look forward to seeing you soon!
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